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Abstract. Available bandwidth parameter is a crucial characteristic in terms of networking and data
transmission. The beforehand knowledge of its value and use of this parameter in various traffic engineering
algorithms and QoS calculations is a key for high-efficient multigigabit data transport in nowadays networks.
The challenge in available bandwidth estimations is not only in its accuracy and processing speed but also in
the reduction of the amount of probe traffic injected into the network by keeping an adequate level of
estimation accuracy. In this paper we extend existing active probing measurement algorithms for end-to-end
available bandwidth estimation along with methods to reduce estimation times and amount of injected traffic
while keeping measurement accuracy constant and even reducing the uncertainty of estimations. The main
goal of this research was to detect a sufficient ratio of MTU, packet train size with the link capacity and
available bandwidth (AvB) in up to 10 Gbps networks. In order to explore measurement accuracy under
different conditions, a new tool for the AvB estimation named Kite2 has been developed and is presented in
the paper. Comparative performance of AvB estimations using Kite2, Kite and Yaz is presented. Finally we
calculate with statistical means dependency between the estimation error probability, measurement probing
overhead and the measurement time.

1 Introduction
Accuracy of available bandwidth (AvB) estimation
heavily relies on the method of packet probing and the
mathematical assumptions concluded from the delay
distribution of the probe packets [1].
Available bandwidth of the end-to-end path defines the
instantly unused capacity of the path in a contrary to the
overall capacity, which is defined by the physical
parameters of the link, so AvB depends on the instant
traffic load and has almost unpredictable character.
Since the traffic load in the link has a burst character,
the task of defining spare capacity in a certain time is
challenging, because a process of measurement is affected
by continuous intervention by a diversity of cross traffic,
context switching of transmission/reception processes,
small packet buffers, interrupt coalescence mechanisms,
etc. [2].
The knowledge of AvB is especially important for
contemporary network protocols and applications, as it
enables them to adapt the transmission data rate tightly to
the abrupt changes in the communication channel, which
are typical, for example, in SDN networks. Also fast and
highly accurate AvB estimations lay the basis for efficient
operations of SDNs with regard to re-routing and
switching of high-priority paths through high-speed
networks. Furthermore, non-intrusive AvB measurements
are used for an embedding of machine learning and

artificial intelligence algorithms into applications for data
exchange. Hereby the precise estimation of instantly
available bandwidth serves as main input parameter for
machine learning algorithms of transport protocols.
It is worth noting that active measurement
methodologies rely on the emission of probe traffic in the
network and afterwards processing of the impact of
intermediate network devices on the injected traffic: loss
rate, delays, jitters, packet reordering, etc. [3].
Consequently, as active measurement tools raise traffic
load in the network, one of its significant flaws is related
to the intrusion caused by the measurement traffic which
can result in a QoS deterioration, and thus provide biased
available bandwidth measuring results. Also, the massive
network occupation by active probes intermediate devices
can falsely identify as DoS attacks or flooding. It can lead
to the probe traffic rejection and cause the measurement
process failure. The level of disturbance by active probes
is then one of the key features which must be taken into
account by the active probing tool design.
One of the approaches to reduce the bias caused by the
active probing is based on the minimization of the
samples number in its sending train sizes. On the other
hand, if an active measurement tool operates with a small
probing amount, it provides shorter execution times,
which are significant for the highly dynamic traffic of the
most networks. However, it also increases the risk to
underestimate the available resources.
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In this paper we evaluate the accuracy of active
measurement algorithms of AvB estimations and optimize
the packet sizes in probe trains by finding a trade-off
between the amount data injected by active probing,
estimation times and suitable accuracy of AvB estimation.
In order to investigate measurement performance under
the different probing intensity, a new tool called Kite2 is
proposed here. It extends the capabilities of Kite which
was used for AvB estimations before [4]. With the
presented improvements, Kite2 achieves faster
convergence of AvB measurements and a significantly
lower uncertainty of the estimations than Kite. The
algorithms used in Kite2 along with its performance
results are also described in this paper. Finally the
limitations of measurements with Kite2, Kite and the
older tool Yaz [5] are shown in section 4.2.

loss ratio up to 100%, delays of up to 100s, diversified
distributions of packet corruption and duplication laws;

Fig 1. Setup of a measurement testbed.

- 2 instances of end systems one on which is sender
with 12 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPUX5690 3.47 GHz
processors, 32 GB RAM and equipped with 10G Chelsio
NIC (driver cxgb4-2.0.0-ko), another one is receiver with
6 x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU X5690 3.47GHz processors,
42GB of RAM and 10G Chelsio NIC. Both machines run
Linux distribution – Ubuntu 16.04 system with the 4.4.097-low-latency kernel.
- 10GE network switches Summit x650 from Extreme
Networks were used as network devices.
In order to emulate fluidity of AvB under real world,
one of the network emulators cyclically has been changed
its capacity with such steps: 2 Gbps, 7 Gbps, 10 Gbps
during the whole measurement.
Also, measurements have been performed on servers
with different NICs - Intel (ixgbe-4.2.1-k) with an eye to
confirm results tendency.
The RTT on the link between sender and receiver
without emulation is equal to 250 µs. Additional emulated
delay was set to a fixed value of 20 ms.

2 Background and related work
Several software tools for the available bandwidth
estimation were developed in recent years which are using
different methods and models of estimation network
metrics, such as pathload [6] and pathChirp [7] which are
based on evaluation of one-way-delay properties changes
while sending periodic streams of packets; algorithm IGI
[8], which detects proportional correlation of initial
packet gaps changes and cross traffic in the path, thus
detect a tight link; already mentioned Yaz which makes
calculations based on difference of interpacket intervals
on receiver and sender side, Abing [9] which evaluates
packet pair dispersion; ASSOLO [10] which is based on
enhanced algorithm of pathChirp and increase the
accuracy of measurement by increasing of the probing
stream density; ttcp [11] which measures achievable TCP
throughput; pathrate [12] which is based on packet pairs
dispersion method; Netperf that uses large TCP transfer
[9]; and others which were described in papers like [13].
A summary of existing tools and comparison of their
performance is given in a few papers like [14] and [15]. It
is important to distinguish between different network
metrics which are measured by these tools: link capacity,
available bandwidth or achievable TCP throughput as
each of these parameters define different characteristics.
Despite the fact of such amount of related
investigations on AvB estimations, authors of this paper
found only a few research related to applicability of these
tools in the high-speed networking of 10 Gbps. A
proposed methodology can be found in [4] and a pilot
investigation in real networks in [16].

4 Measurement tool description
In terms of this research a new tool named Kite2 has been
developed. It borrows its name from Kite application [4]
estimation methodology of which had formed the basis of
the developed tool.
Approach of Kite2 is based on the Probe Rate Model
(PRM) of the active probing measurement and basically
uses analysis of inter-packet interval deviation on the
receiver side (IpIr) in order to detect whether the sending
rate of probe packets meets the available bandwidth limits
of the link between the sender and the receiver.

3 Testbed topology

4.1. Kite2 workflow

The results of the paper have been collected from
experiments performed on a testbed described in Figure 1.
The laboratory environment of 10Gbps network
consists of equipment:

The test application was developed with performance and
simplicity in mind. It is written in C++ programming
language using HighPerTimer library for precise time
measurements [17], has a client-server architecture and
supports 3 probing modes:
- Sequential (train mode);
- Batch (packet pairs);
- Packet pairs inverted.

- 2 instances of Netropy 10G WAN Emulators, which
emulate WAN links using variable inferences like packet
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These modes are described below. The measurement
process is comprises of short send sessions (probing),
according to specified probing mode:
- sequential, when the probe samples are sent with a
constant interval, and the receiving side measures interval
between each successive packets, called "train mode" [18]
(Figure 2);

However, despite the method simplicity there are
pitfalls introduced by different features of network
devices, such as undetermined buffering methods of
intermediate network devices or interrupt coalescence on
a host running Kite2 which is an objective of the current
research.
Under the cover, client and server exchange UDP
messages. The first one sends probing samples, structure
of which is shown in Figure 4, with the defined interval.

Fig 2. Train probing mode measurement.
Fig 4. Kite2 sample structure (UDP payload).

- batch, when two consecutive samples are sent with
the shortest possible interval and after that pair of packet,
a pause of a specific inter-packet interval is inserted. It
results in coupled packets. Receiver measures then
intervals between pairs, which is defined as inter-send
packet interval on the sending side, e.g. between 2nd and
3rd, 4th and 5th packets. This operational mode is called
"packet pairs" (Figure 3).

The interval can be specified by a user as the
transmission data rate option. Server waits for the first
sample and then begins a probing session estimation,
initiated by this first sample. During the single probe,
server gathers samples calculating required intervals
obtained from timestamps. On the sending side the
sending time stamp is set by the Kite2 in the application
level while on the receiving side the time stamp is set by
the kernel on reception of the data packet. The sender
keeps most recent samples according to measurement
type: adjacent messages for “train” or "packet pairs
inverted" modes, odd for “packet pairs”. Two packets are
enough for current probing modes.
When all issued probes are received, the server
calculates an average inter-packet interval and reception
data rate based on this average. In case of packet losses
receiver waits for 3 sec and prepares a report message to
provide the results to the client application. This result
calculations are done after the probes session for
reduction of calculation load in order to obtain accurate
timestamps.
At the server side processes the result of probes
calculating a running-average IpIr for probes, forms the
report with the estimated AvB and send it to the sender.
For each reported AvB value client recalculates the data
rate for transmission and the number of samples to be sent:

Fig 3. Pair probing mode measurement.

- "Packet pairs inverted" mode means the same
operation as "packet pairs" one, but the receiver instead
measures interval within a pair, which corresponds to the
shortest possible send interval, e.g. between 1 and 2, 3 and
4 packets. This mode was developed in a contradiction to
the previous ones in order to analyze the efficiency of
well-known modes and a new one in the high-speed
network environment.
In order to be able to investigate contemporary high
capacity links, it is necessary to have a reliable time
source and precise time measuring functions to keep a
constant interval between probing samples while sending
ones and to obtain accurate results during their reception.
Linux API does not provide the sufficient accuracy [19],
suitable for 1 Gbps and above networks, from this point
HighPerTimer library provides up to 20 nanoseconds
accuracy for time acquisition and waiting operations, thus
allowing to investigate 10 Gbps and 40 Gbps networks,
provided by FILA at Anhalt University of Applied
Sciences.
Kite2 has an option to specify sending rate or
approximate utilization of the bandwidth of a link, as the
main goal of Kite2 is to implement an effective approach
of bandwidth estimation with the smallest possible impact
on the channel. The idea behind this estimation, as
described above, is based on the observation of interpacket interval deviations between sending and receiving
sides.

𝑅𝑠𝑖 = 1.1 ⋅ 𝑅𝑟𝑖−1

(1 )

where Rs – send data rate, Rr – receive data rate, i –
number of samples in train;
and the amount of samples:
𝑁=

𝑐 ⋅ 𝑅𝑟
8𝐿

(2 )

where N – amount of samples for the probe, c is the
maximal portion of occupied bandwidth (as a ratio), L –
size of the packet.
The client sends probes repeatedly increasing send
data rate on each iteration until there is no increment of
receiving data rate in response at least 3 times to ensure it
is a current boundary of a link and not a random
measurement error. The last value of receiving data rate is
assumed the available bandwidth.
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4.2 AvB tools performance comparison

Yaz and Kite are shown as red and yellow lines
accordingly. Dots on each graph corresponds to the
estimated values by each tool per one measurement
iteration (so-called ‘instant bandwidth value’).
On the idle link when the capacity is limited only by
emulators, all three tools show low overhead for the
estimation of AvB up to 3 Gbps. With the increase of
capacity overestimations of Yaz grow constantly, as well
as the number of estimation outliers [20].
The most precise estimation for the range of 7-10 Gbps
shows Kite2 tool, despite the fact that it is tended to
overestimate the AvB at the high speeds. It might be
related to the amount of occupied capacity by this tool
while estimation. For the 10G link, it consumes approx.
1,6 Gbps for calculation each finite AvB value in a
contradiction to 300 Mbps consumed by Kite tool.
Estimation error during the experiments is shown in
Figure 6. Bars of the graphs corresponds to a minimal and
maximal estimated error value, green and red areas show
lower and upper quartiles of the mean. As it is represented
by the boxplots for each examined tool, the lowest range
of error values corresponds to Kite and Kite2
measurement with a tendency of underestimation up to
100 Mbps for the 10G network. Peak outliers of Yaz
measurements in Figure 6 are detected in the wide range
of the boxplot, which spreads 400 Mbps of overestimation.

Performance and accuracy of estimations have been
approved tests under two general conditions:
1. On a testbed of an emulated 10 Gbps link with the
variable network parameters (capacity, delay and loss);
2. In an environment between two dedicated servers
with the physical link capacity of 1Gbps and background
network load of TCP traffic approx. 150 Mbps (measured
by iperf3 tool).
The application tests in emulated 10G Network have
been performed with the duration of the 80s. During one
measurement cycle of the 20s, 4 variations of capacity has
been configured in order to emulate an instability of AvB
in a real environment and two comparative tools are used:
- Yaz or calibrated pathload tool based on the Pathload
algorithm of self-load periodic streams but uses only one
probe packets train opposed to fleets of trains in Pathload
evaluates inter-packet interval (and corresponding to it
constant bit rate - CBR) for each iteration of measurement
as an increased value of the previous inter-packet interval
on the sender side by its difference with the inter-packet
interval on the receiver side. Yaz terminates the process
of measurements as soon as difference of inter-packet
intervals gains predefined thresholds. The previous study
of this tool shows high performance in networks up to 1
Gps. Thus, Yaz is used as a reference tool in this research.
- Kite uses the same technique but with enhanced
features like automatic adjustment of a number of samples
which allows using the tool in high-speed networks, so
they so called Step Decreasing Factor – rule of increasing
the probe send rate. The adjustment of the number of
samples in a train reduces significantly the data overhead
for the bandwidth estimation while the SDF offers an
enhances algorithm of increase of probe data rate which
leads to significantly faster convergence of estimated data
rates in comparison to Yaz.
Emulated delay while test case was continually
enlarged to the threshold of 0.5 ms. Results of
experiments are shown in Figure 5.

Fig 6. Estimation error of the AvB tools measurements in
network with 0.5 ms delay.

In order to track the changes of measurement accuracy
in the deterioration of conditions by the network, 1%
constant Packet Losses has been configured on the link.
Results of experiments are shown in Figure 7.

Fig 5. Accuracy of the AvB tools measurements in network
with 0.5 ms of delay.

The light-blue graph corresponds to the reference
bandwidth which is equal to the capacity in an idle link,
the dark blue presents results of measurement by Kite2
tool, and results of experiments done by other two tool -

Fig 7. Estimation error in network with 1% losses.
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Kite and Kite2 present the error scatter shown in Figure
8.

In order to determine an actual AvB iprerf3 tool which
is based on link congestion has been used. Its results
during of 1 min operation with a send data rate speed of 1
Gbps showed that AvB value is within 740 Mbps to 875
Mbps on the investigated link with the background bursty
web traffic.
Results of the tests show competitiveness of Kite2
measurement tool and its potential to investigate highspeed networks.

5 Experimental research
This section describes the correlation between the
measurement accuracy and the probing packet size. The
threshold of a network load for a defined measurement
accuracy has been chosen experimentally.

Fig 8. Estimation error of the AvB tools in a network with 1%
of losses.

A tendency of AvB underestimation observed in all
investigated tools and varies from 100Mbps for Kite2 to
1.3Gbps for Yaz.
Results of a measurement in environment are shown in
Figure 9. Test have been performed on machines which
run Web and synchronization operations and accumulate
a valid network load by clients’ requests and data
transmission. A physical link at each instance has a
capacity of 1 Gbps, RTT value corresponds to 10 ms.

5.1 Test scenarios
Measurements have been performed on the emulated
network testbed with spare link and constant AvB equal
to its capacity of 10 Gbps. Duration of each test
corresponded to 360 s and had been repeated 10 times.
In addition, each test was executed with an eye for two
Maximal Transmission Unit (MTU) size values: 1500
bytes (the most common value in Internet) and 9000 bytes
(common in 10 Gbps and above networks) which
corresponds to 1472 bytes of data in UDP packet payload
and 8972 bytes accordingly, further referred to as payload.
The steps of ratio variation for the network occupation by
probing samples are presented in a Table 1.
Table 1. Number of estimated results (N) and bandwidth
usage ratio (p).

Fig 9. Accuracy of the AvB measurements in a real network.

Deviation of measurement results is shown in Figure
10 and represents stability of processed values by Kite2
tended to underestimate 150 Mbps of AvB at the first
glance.

p

0.015

0.025

0.035

0.05

0.065

N

773

438

250

159

150

p

0.095

0.15

0.35

N

120

122

89

An observed result has been taken with the payload size
of 8972, while tests with the lower value have been
rejected due to the high error rate (more that 60% for the
1472 bytes). Therefore, the research was focused on
higher MTU size, besides, for bigger payload the
measurement performance increased and processing time
was reduced to 0.75 s in average but causes more
significant network load, though.
5.2 Statistical analysis of the test results
With the help of statistical software for analyzing of
empirical data SPSS [21] we define the correlation values
for observations: measurement errors for available
bandwidth estimation (X), the ratio of bandwidth

Fig 10. Estimation error of the AvB tools in a real network.
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utilization by measurement probes (Y), the amount of
estimation results (Z).
Pearson’s 𝑟𝑥𝑧 ≈ 0.598 and Spearman’s 𝑟𝑠 ≈
0.669.
To check statistical significance of correlation value
between X and Z we provided calculation of t-statistics:

Correlation coefficients corresponds to such values:
Pearson’s

-

𝑟𝑥𝑦 =

(𝑥𝑦 − 𝑥 ⋅ 𝑦)
≈ −0.396 ,
𝑆𝑥 ⋅ 𝑆𝑦

(3 )

Pearson’s t(X, Y) ≈ 34.18 and Spearman’s t(X, Y) ≈ 41.24

(4 )

and compared the results with a critical value tcrit
according to Equitation (7).
Hence, the relationship exists between measurement
errors of available bandwidth estimation (X) and the
number of estimated results (Z) for significance value α ≤
0.01 . Pearson’s correlation coefficient is equal 0.598
which means the average direct relation. I. e. while
increasing the value of X feature, the value of Z one
increasing as well. The corresponding results is possible
to expand over all the data of the same type (the value of
correlation coefficient is significant for level α ≤ 0.01.
Spearman’s coefficient is equal to 0.669 which confirms
the average direct relation between the mentioned feature
sets. The test for significance of Spearman’s coefficient
also confirms that the results can be expanded over the
general population within α ≤ 0.01 (|41.24| > 2.5780.01).

where:
- 𝑛 is the sample size;
- 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 are the single samples indexed with 𝑖;
- 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥𝑦 are the sample mean;
- 𝑆𝑥 , 𝑆𝑦 are the standard deviations.
-

Spearman’s
𝑟𝑠 = 1 −

6 ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑑𝑖2 + 𝑇𝑋 + 𝑇𝑌
≈ −0.671
n ⋅ (n2 − 1)

where:
- 𝑑𝑖 = 𝑟𝑔(𝑋𝑖 ) − 𝑟𝑔(𝑌𝑖 ) is the difference between the two
ranks of each observation;
- 𝑛 is the number of observations;
- 𝑇𝑋 , 𝑇𝑌 – corrections of related ranks.
Because the value of relation between X and Y is
evaluated on the data set, thus its statistical significance
should be tested, i.e. estimation of possibility to expand
the obtained results over population universe.

6 Conclusion and future work

Let’s calculate the t-statistics for the correlation
coefficients:
- Pearson’s
𝑡(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑟

-

√𝑛 − 2
√1 − 𝑟 2

≈ −19.76

(5 )

≈ −41.46

(6 )

The research presented here shows that there is a direct
correlation between the probing size in available
bandwidth estimation and measurement errors, as
described in Section 5.2. It has been shown that the
methods, implemented in Kite2 enables us to reduce the
amount of samples by 20%, while the bandwidth
estimation deviation was reduced to 100 Mbps for 10
Gbps links. Tests with payload sizes of 1472 and 8972
bytes have shown that MTU size essentially impact the
estimation time. While estimation with smaller packets
takes up to 6.5s measurements with jumbo frames need
only 0.75s for stable results. Moreover, estimation with
normal IP packet sizes is limited by 3.4 Gbps while with
jumbo frames up 9.98 Gbps where estimated with
sufficient accuracy. Statistical investigations on tests
show that 5% probing load ratio gives up to 94%
measurement accuracy in 10 Gbps networks with 20 ms
of delay, compared to the 97% of accuracy when probing
samples occupy quarter of the path’s AvB. That will be
taken into account in further experiments.
Another significant finding was, that the network delay
does not affect the accuracy of estimations and processing
time. As next research tasks we consider adjustment of
probing size in high-speed networks. While in emulated
networks the estimation accuracy was very accurate in
real-world networks achieved results have shown much
higher uncertainty. So algorithm adoptions for real-world
networks have to be applied. Also some more
sophisticated test scenarios with presence of heavy cross
traffic must be elaborated and executed. Also, an
algorithm for the sending rate adaptation to the changing
network conditions could lead for further improvements.

Spearman’s
𝑡(𝑋, 𝑌) = 𝑟

√𝑛 − 2
√1 − 𝑟 2

and compare both with a critical value tcrit :
𝑡𝛼,𝑙 = {

2.578 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛼 ≤ 0.01
1.961 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝛼 ≤ 0.05

(7 )

Since the absolute value of t-statistics are greater than
critical ones |t| > t 0.01,l = 2.578 > t 0.05,l = 1.961 for α ≤ 0.05
and α ≤ 0.01 we can assume that the correlation coefficient
is significant for α = 0.01 level.
Hence, the relationship exists between measurement
error of available bandwidth estimations (X) and the
bandwidth occupation by probing train (Y) for
significance value 𝛼 ≤ 0.01 . Pearson’s correlation
coefficient is equal -0.396 which means the average
inverse relation. I. e. while increasing the value of X
feature, the value of Y one is decreasing. The
corresponding results is possible to expand over all the
data of the same type, because the value of correlation
coefficient is significant for level 𝛼 ≤ 0.01 . Spearman’s
coefficient is equal to -0.671 which confirms the average
reverse relation between the mentioned feature sets. The
test for significance of Spearman’s coefficient also
confirms that the results can be expanded over the general
population for level 𝛼 ≤ 0.01 (|41.24| > 2.5780.01).
Correlation coefficients for X and Z according to
Equations (3, 4):
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